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ABSTRACT

Insertion and deletion are set operations that act upon structures in a

predetermined fashion to create language generating devices in formal language theory,

a field that involves the mathematical aspects of logic and set theory. Earlier, insertion

and deletion systems that simulate the process of chemical bonding between atoms

had been introduced, called bonded insertion and deletion systems. Still, these bonded

systems could not generate up to recursively enumerable languages, nor could they

generate abstract families of languages. Thus, the aim of this research is to introduce

bonded insertion-deletion systems by combining the two aforementioned systems.

Additionally, the generative power and closure properties of the sequential and

parallel variants of bonded insertion-deletion systems are determined by simulating

computationally complete grammars and by direct proofs, respectively. From there,

graphs are constructed to visualize the mechanism of the new bonded systems by

using concepts in graph theory. Furthermore, a new cryptosystem that involves both

encoding and encryption is constructed using bonded sequential and parallel insertion-

deletion systems based on an American Standard Code for Information Interchange

(ASCII) table framework involving a bonding alphabet. From this research, it has

been shown that the generative power of the new systems is up to the family of

recursively enumerable languages, hence capable of generating abstract families of

languages. The graphs of bonded systems and language generating graphs have been

constructed such that the language of the graphs is equivalent to the language of

the systems. On the other hand, the newly constructed cryptosystem using bonded

insertion-deletion systems is able to confidentially store or transfer information. The

findings in this research are important to advance studies in the field of DNA computing

by effectively increasing the generative power of previous bonded systems, visualizing

the mechanism of derivations of bonded systems, as well as providing an alternative

method for information security with a nexus of bio-inspired cryptosystems.
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ABSTRAK

Penyisipan dan pengguguran merupakan operasi set yang bertindak ke atas

struktur secara tertentu untuk mencipta peranti penjanaan bahasa dalam teori bahasa

formal, suatu bidang yang melibatkan aspek-aspek matematik logik dan teori set.

Sebelum ini, sistem-sistem penyisipan dan pengguguran yang menyelakukan proses

ikatan kimia antara atom telah diperkenalkan, dipanggil sistem penyisipan dan

pengguguran terikat. Namun, sistem-sistem terikat tersebut tidak berupaya menjana

sehingga bahasa enumerasi rekursif atau menjana keluarga bahasa abstrak. Oleh itu,

tujuan penyelidikan ini ialah untuk memperkenalkan sistem penyisipan-pengguguran

terikat dengan menggabungkan kedua-dua sistem tersebut. Selain itu, kuasa penjanaan

dan sifat tertutup varian berjujukan dan selari sistem penyisipan-pengguguran terikat,

masing-masing dikenalpasti dengan mensimulasikan tatabahasa pengiraan lengkap dan

secara pembuktian terus. Justeru, graf dibina untuk menggambarkan mekanisme

sistem-sistem terikat baharu menggunakan konsep teori graf. Tambahan lagi,

sebuah kriptosistem baharu yang melibatkan kedua-dua pengekodan dan penyulitan

dibina menggunakan sistem penyisipan-pengguguran berjujukan dan selari terikat

berdasarkan rangka kerja jadual Kod Piawai Amerika untuk Pertukaran Maklumat

(ASCII) yang melibatkan abjad mengikat. Daripada penyelidikan ini, kuasa penjanaan

sistem-sistem baharu telah ditunjukkan mencecah keluarga bahasa enumerasi rekursif,

justeru berupaya menjana keluarga bahasa abstrak. Graf sistem terikat dan graf

penjanaan bahasa telah dibina supaya bahasa graf setara dengan bahasa sistem-sistem

tersebut. Di samping itu, kriptosistem yang baharu dibina menggunakan sistem

penyisipan-pengguguran terikat mampu menyimpan atau memindahkan maklumat

secara sulit. Hasil dapatan daripada penyelidikan ini penting untuk memajukan kajian

dalam bidang pengkomputeran DNA dengan meningkatkan kuasa penjanaan sistem-

sistem terikat terdahulu secara berkesan, menggambarkan mekanisme penerbitan

sistem-sistem terikat, dan juga memberi kaedah alternatif untuk keselamatan maklumat

dengan penghubungan kriptosistem berilhamkan biologi.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

The field of formal language theory has been around ever since the early 20th

century when Thue studied the properties of patterns in extremely long words [1].

Though Thue and Post’s work was fairly unrecognized for decades due to the limited

and near-reaching resources back in the 1900s, they are regarded as the pioneers of the

construction of formal grammars [1]. The mathematical aspect of formal language

theory bears its roots from mathematical logic, algebra, and combinatorics, where

set operations, properties, and structures are used as the building blocks of language

generating devices. Throughout the years, formal language theory has evolved from

a synthesis of mathematics, computing and linguistics into the very foundation of

theoretical computer science and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) computing.

The set operations initially applied in the formation of formal grammars were

concatenation and also quotient, such that the addition or removal of letters from

words are done only at the extremities of words. Kari [2] in her groundbreaking

work provided generalizations for the aforementioned operations, namely insertion

and deletion, respectively. Now, letters can be added into or removed from

anywhere in a word. By applying the operation of Kleene closure, the continual

iteration of the operations can be achieved, thus creating systems of language

generation. These systems have since been explored by researchers from a plethora of

backgrounds, mainly attracting those working in the area of DNA computing, where

the formalization of the biological phenomena of recombinant processes of DNA is

of utmost priority. In [3], Fong et al. introduced insertion systems that simulate
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the biochemical process of chemical bonding, called bonded insertion systems. By

appending integers on to the left and right side of each letter, so-called bonds now affect

the permissible positions for insertion. These systems showed immense potential in

generating families of languages of a higher power in the hierarchy of languages. Later,

bonded deletion systems were introduced in [4] along with their generative power.

In this research, the bonded systems of insertion and deletion are advanced by

combining them to create new insertion-deletion systems, where their properties and

computing capabilities are investigated. From there, the graphs of these systems are

constructed in addition to being used to introduce a new cryptographic system (shortly,

cryptosystem).

1.2 Research Background

Bonded systems were first introduced by Fong et al. [3], where bonded

sequential insertion and parallel insertion systems were defined. These systems were

constructed to not only utilize the operations of insertion to model recombinant

DNA but to also take into account the sharing and transferring of valence electrons

in the formation or breaking of chemical bonds during the recombination process.

In their work, the generative power of the bonded insertion systems were shown

such that the relation L(REG) ⊂ L(bSINS) ⊂ L(bPINS) ⊂ L(E0L) holds; where

L(REG) represents the family of languages generated by regular grammars,L(bSINS)

represents bonded sequential insertion systems, L(bPINS) represents bonded parallel

insertion systems, and L(E0L) represents extended interactionless Lindenmayer

systems. Two variants of parallel insertion systems, called bonded Indian parallel

insertion systems and bonded uniformly parallel insertion systems, had also been

introduced along with their generative power in [5]. The closure properties of bonded

insertion systems were investigated in [6]. In this case, the generative power of a

system refers to the capability of a system in generating the family of languages

contained within or equivalent to a family of languages in the Chomsky hierarchy.
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However, the Chomsky hierarchy deals with sequential productions or derivations.

Thus, the generative power of systems with parallel derivations are compared to the

families of languages in the hierarchy of Lindenmayer systems instead due to their

parallel nature.

Naturally, the concept of bonded systems was extended to the deletion

operation, which included bonded sequential and parallel deletion systems [4].

However, the generative power of these systems were significantly higher than bonded

insertion systems, where both the bonded deletion systems could generate up to

recursively enumerable languages, albeit with some caveats.

Therefore, in this research, which is a continuation of the work in [4], bonded

sequential and parallel insertion-deletion systems are introduced, such that both

insertion and deletion operations acting on the bonding alphabet are included in one

construct. Subsequently, the generative power and closure properties of the newly

introduced systems are determined.

In the past, graphs of grammars had been introduced to model how the

production rules of grammars work [7]. This work inspired the next results in this

research, where the graphs of bonded sequential and parallel insertion-deletion systems

are introduced to illustrate the mechanism of the derivation of these systems.

Lastly, inspired by Turing’s contributions to cryptanalysis during World War II

(WWII), the newly introduced bonded systems are then utilized in the construction of

a new cryptosystem involving encoding and encryption, called bonded cryptosystems.
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1.3 Problem Statement

Previously, bonded sequential and parallel insertion systems alone do not

generate up to recursively enumerable languages, where bonded sequential insertion

systems could generate only up to context-free languages while bonded parallel

insertion systems only up to extended interactionless Lindenmayer systems; nor do

they generate abstract families of languages. Therefore, bonded insertion-deletion

systems are constructed to increase the generative power and to determine the closure

under language operations.

Furthermore, the graphs of bonded systems have yet to be introduced in past

research, thus allowing inconsistencies in the mechanism of derivations of the bonded

systems that lead to the generation of languages other than the one desired. Hence, in

this research, graphs of bonded insertion-deletion systems are constructed to provide a

visual illustration of the mechanism of derivations of these systems.

Lastly, the supposed myriad of applications of bonded systems have not been

specified before. This leads to the introduction of a new crpytosystem in this research

that involves encoding and encryption which utilize the newly introduced bonded

systems.

Thus, the findings of this research can answer the following questions:

1. How to increase the generative power of bonded insertion systems and

bonded deletion systems?

2. What is the generative power of bonded sequential and parallel insertion-

deletion systems with regards to the hierarchy of languages?

3. What are the closure properties of bonded sequential and parallel insertion-

deletion systems?

4. How to visualize the mechanism of derivations of bonded sequential and

parallel insertion-deletion systems?

5. How to encode and encrypt messages using bonded sequential and parallel
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insertion-deletion systems?

1.4 Objectives of the Research

The objectives of this research are:

1. To introduce bonded sequential and parallel insertion-deletion systems with

integer contexts.

2. To determine the generative power of bonded sequential and parallel

insertion-deletion systems by simulation of language generating devices.

3. To determine the closure properties of bonded sequential and parallel

insertion-deletion systems with regards to language operations.

4. To construct graphs to visualize the mechanism of derivations of bonded

sequential and parallel insertion-deletion systems.

5. To construct bonded cryptosystems that involve encoding and encryption

using bonded sequential and parallel insertion-deletion systems.

1.5 Scope of the Research

This research involves bonded insertion systems and bonded deletion systems

of the sequential and parallel variant. Additionally, fundamental concepts in formal

language theory, graph theory, and automata theory are used to simulate language

generating devices and to construct graphs of bonded sequential and parallel insertion-

deletion systems. The language operations considered are those required to decide

whether the systems generate abstract families of languages, which are union,

concatenation, concatenation closure, λ-free concatenation closure, intersection, and

substitution. The families of languages in the Chomsky hierarchy and Lindenmayer

systems are used to determine the generative power of the languages generated by

bonded sequential and parallel insertion-deletion systems. Once determined, the
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generative power of the bonded sequential and parallel insertion-deletion systems is

used to verify the results on the closure properties. Basic concepts in encoding and

encryption are used in the final part of this research to introduce bonded cryptosystems,

which are systems that utilize bond words to encode text into the DNA alphabet

consisting of the letters A, T, G, and C before encrypting the encoded text using bonded

insertion-deletion systems.

1.6 Significance of the Research

Biomathematics has seen exponential growth in recent years as more

researchers realize the many benefits of DNA computing, which has now expanded

beyond DNA recombination into genetic engineering and advanced theoretical

computer science. The direct implications of this research is in the improvement of

the accuracy of abstract DNA computing by bonded sequential and parallel insertion-

deletion systems due to the combination of both operations. Besides that, newly

introduced graphs of the systems aid in visualizing the mechanism of derivations of

the systems. Furthermore, the newly introduced encoding and encryption systems

in this research provide an alternative method to securing confidential information

using molecular biology by presenting or storing digital information as a DNA

string. Organically, this research will further propel studies in computing, thus

bringing the world closer to the realization of true DNA computers through extensive

interdisciplinary research.

1.7 Research Methodology

This research begins with the literature review on the fundamental concepts

in formal language theory, bonded systems, graph theory, abstract machines, and

cryptology. Numerous materials from a variety of online and physical sources have
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been studied to ensure an all-encompassing view of the concepts. The literature review

clarified the relationship between formal language theory and graph theory, explained

the mechanism of abstract machines in language generating devices, specifically

Turing machines, and linked bonded systems to cryptology.

From there, bonded sequential and parallel insertion-deletion systems are

introduced by combining the concepts of bonded insertion systems and bonded

deletion systems, where the operations of insertion and deletion act upon the bonding

alphabet. The formal definitions of these systems have been constructed according to

conventional formal language theory and examples have been presented to demonstrate

the new systems. In both bonded insertion-deletion systems, the insertion and deletion

rules have been loosened to include unbalanced rules, which are extremely useful in

increasing the generative power of the systems.

Next, the generative power of bonded sequential and parallel insertion-deletion

systems has been determined. Firstly, the generative power of bonded sequential

insertion-deletion systems (bSINSDEL-systems) has been determined by simulations

of the production rules of a grammar and an insertion-deletion system with matrix

control, called a matrix insertion-deletion system, where both generate the family of

recursively enumerable languages. On the other hand, the generative power of bonded

parallel insertion-deletion systems (bPINSDEL-systems) has also been determined by

simulation of a Turing machine.

Once the generative power of the systems had been determined, the next

step is to determine the closure properties of bSINSDEL-systems and bPINSDEL-

systems with regards to language operations. Here, the family of languages generated

by bSINSDEL-systems and bPINSDEL-systems, denoted by L(bSINSDEL) and

L(bPINSDEL) respectively, are subjected to language operations of union,

concatenation, concatenation closure, λ-free concatenation closure, and intersection

with regular languages. Additionally, L(bSINSDEL) is subjected to substitution while

L(bPINSDEL) is subjected to homomorphism and inverse homomorphism.
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Furthermore, graphs of bonded insertion-deletion systems are introduced to

visualize the mechanism of bonded sequential and parallel insertion-deletion systems.

By representing all the letters in a word as vertices, the derivation relation as edges,

and the insertion and deletion rules as edge labels, graphs of bonded systems have been

introduced. To depict the derivations more accurately, the language generating graphs

of bonded systems have also been introduced by including restrictions on the edges.

Lastly, an encoding and encryption system that utilizes the definition of

bSINSDEL-systems and bPINSDEL-systems is introduced. First, alphanumeric

messages are encoded into bond words over the DNA alphabet: A, T, G, and C, using

an encoding key, which is a table containing all 26 letters of the English alphabet,

arranged into four columns and ten rows. The columns are labeled with the letters

A, T, G, and C and represent the cipher letter of the original character in the plain

text. The rows are labeled with the numbers 1-10 and represent the right bonds of

the letter. The left bonds of each letter are equal to the right bonds of the previous

letter, whereas the leftmost and rightmost bonds are 0. Thus, by encoding a message

using the table, a bond word is formed. Next, the letters are either added and removed

using a bSINSDEL-system or a bPINSDEL-system as a form of encryption. This way,

messages can be safely stored or transfered in the form of DNA strings that can only

be decrypted and read with the appropriate decryption key. Here, the decryption key

is constructed according to the definition presented, which includes the number of

derivations k, the rules used, and the right bonds of the encrypted word.

The flow of the research is depicted in Figure 1.1
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Figure 1.1 Flow chart of the research

1.8 Organization of the Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 1, the introduction to the research

is provided, which includes the research background, problem statement, objectives

of the research, scope of the research, significance of the research, and research
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methodology. Lastly, the organization of the thesis is presented.

In Chapter 2, the literature review of the research is presented, beginning

with the historical background of insertion-deletion systems explained chronologically

through the progress and findings in the research area. Next, some fundamental

concepts of formal language theory are presented, such as the definitions and notations

of important terms and operations used in this research. Besides that, the concept of

bonded systems is presented along with examples to further clarify the mechanism of

these systems. In addition, basic concepts in graph theory and abstract machines are

provided. An introduction and brief history in cryptology is provided in the final part

of this chapter.

In Chapter 3, results on bonded sequential insertion-deletion systems are

presented. Firstly, the formal definition of the systems is provided, followed by some

examples. Once the definition and mechanism have been established, the generative

power of the systems is shown in the next part of the chapter by two simulations: the

production rules of a grammar in special Geffert normal form and the production rules

of a matrix insertion-deletion system. In the end, results on the closure properties of

the family of languages generated by bonded sequential insertion-deletion systems are

presented.

Meanwhile, in Chapter 4, results on bonded parallel insertion-deletion systems

are presented. The chapter begins with the formal definition of the systems

accompanied by some examples. Following that, the results on the generative power

by simulation of a Turing machine and closure properties are presented.

In Chapter 5, graphs of bonded systems are introduced, where the components

of bonded sequential and parallel insertion-deletion systems are represented by

components of graphs. Furthermore, language generating graphs of bonded systems

are introduced to ensure that only the desired language is generated by the graph

of bonded systems. Examples and figures are provided to illustrate the graphical
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representations.

In Chapter 6, a new method to encoding and encryption called bonded

cryptosystems is introduced. The chapter begins with an overview of the idea to

introduce such a system. The next part of the chapter dives into the construction of the

bonded cryptosystems, beginning with the encoding into a DNA alphabet, followed

up by encryption using bonded insertion-deletion systems. The description of the

decryption key is also provided. The chapter ends with some methods to increase

the difficulty of the bonded cryptosystems.

In the end, the summary of this research and recommendations for future work

are provided in Chapter 7.

The organization of the thesis is shown in Figure 1.2.
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1.9 Conclusion

In this chapter, the framework of the research has been explained in intricate

detail. The introduction and research background have provided insight into the

conception of bonded insertion-deletion systems. The challenges faced by previous

researchers and questions solved through the work in this research have been outlined

in the problem statement. Furthermore, the objectives and scope of the research

have been presented, as well as the significance of the research being highlighted.

In addition, the research methodology has been elaborated with details of the steps

taken to arrive at the results in this research. Lastly, the organization of thesis has been

provided to display the overall flow of the presentation of the findings of this research.

Much of what is known today in DNA computing has been the result

of painstaking studies into the depths of human genetics and its mathematical

formalization. With every new finding, more light is shed on the abstract occurrences

in nature. By bringing research in DNA computing to its fundamental concepts, this

research will enable a better understanding of how nature’s natural order is kept intact

after eons of evolution and adaptation. From there, applications of DNA computing

can extend beyond biomathematics into fields such as cryptology as shown in this

research.
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